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1 Preface

This Redpaper describes experiences made during installation of an ATM to the desktop
network in a Windows NT 4.0 Server/Workstation environment.
It covers the physical and logical network design, the reasons for it, the problems faced and how
to solve them. It also describes the dependencies and peculiarities of a multiprotocol and/or
multihomed Windows NT 4.0 installation running on an ATM to the desktop emulated LAN.
Hopefully this document will help to avoid any of these problems in other installations.
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4 Why ATM to the Desktop in this Installation?

About a year ago the customer moved his whole business to a new built location. With this movement he had the unique opportunity to build the whole network and PC client/server environment almost from scratch. The whole institution was equipped with new PCs and servers. They also decided to migrate from Novell Netware to Windows NT 4.0 as network operating system for file and print services.

On the other hand they had to provide an infrastructure that met their today’s requirements and as important had the potential to support their medium and long term applications. The most important requirements were:

- Support for their newly developed multimedia application. This highly sophisticated system had to be able to deliver many different audio and video data streams simultaneously to hundreds of workstations.

- Multi protocol support for IP, IPX and DLC

- The new network had to be very flexible to adapt easily to modifications of the logical structure. They had only eight NIC assigned class C networks available for the whole intranet.

- Seamless LAN/WAN integration of two remote sites also running an ATM network. One of this sites had to have access to the multimedia application as well.

- The network had to provide end to end QOS for future multimedia applications even in this heavy subnetted IP structure where many client/server communications relied on inter subnet connections.

- The backbone had to be very scalable since nobody was able to forecast the amount of bandwidth needed to drive good quality audio and video within the whole building.

At the time the decision had to be made there were two solutions technically feasible: A fully switched Fast Ethernet or ATM to the desktop.

There were two possible networking architectures included in the customers invitation of tenders: First, a fully switched Ethernet or second, an ATM to the desktop network. As they compared different tenders it turned out that the hardware and labor costs for both technologies were almost equal at that time. Finally they chose the ATM solution since this technology came up closer to their today’s and future requirements.
5 The Physical Network

This chapter describes the physical network topology, the network devices used, their code levels and the redundancy features.

5.1 Detailed Physical Network Topology

As with most ATM networks the physical topology was very simple. The backbone consisted of two IBM 8265-17S connected via two OC-12 links. All 500 client PCs were equipped with an IBM Turboways 25 Mbit/s PCI NIC that connected to one of the 24 IBM 8285-001 ATM switches. All IBM 8285s were at least connected to either of both backbone switches via an OC-3 link. There are 13 IBM 8285 switches that had an expansion chassis attached. These switches were connected to both backbone switches for link redundancy and bandwidth demands. There was also an IBM 8260-A17 with three OC-3 links to each backbone switch installed because of the high demand on 25 Mbit/s ports in that particular wiring closet. All LAN and network services were fulfilled by two IBM 8210-001 each equipped with two ATM adapters. The legacy Ethernet attachment was done by an IBM 8271-216 and a three slot wide IBM 8271 ATM/LAN Switch blade in one of the IBM 8265’s compatibility slots. All available feature slots of the IBM 8271s carried a three port 10Base-FL UFC for concentration of all IBM 8224 hubs located in every wiring closet. These hubs were used to provide a legacy LAN attachment for network printers, the UPS management NIC and for testing purposes. All ATM attached servers were directly connected to one of the backbone switches via an OC-3 interface. We used Olicom OC-615x adapters for all servers since they were Microsoft NT 4.0 certified. All non ATM attached servers had a dedicated Ethernet port at one of the IBM 8271s. Both remote ATM network sites were connected through the ATM network of a service provider. Therefore, one IBM 8265 held a WAN2 module with E1 ports in a compatibility slot.

5.2 Code Levels Used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Code Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8210-001</td>
<td>V1.2.1 PTF5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8260-A17</td>
<td>V3.2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8265-17S</td>
<td>V3.3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8271-216/ATM UFC</td>
<td>V5.1/V1.15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8285-001</td>
<td>V3.2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Turboways 25 Mbit/s ATM Adapter</td>
<td>V2.3.1 W-NT 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olicom 615x 155 Mbit/s ATM Adapter</td>
<td>V4.06 W-NT 4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Physical Network Redundancy

Both IBM 8265 and the IBM 8260 were equipped with all possible redundancy features: Redundant control points, controller modules and n+1 power supplies. All major end station concentration points (8285/8260) had at least two backbone connections. There were two IBM 8210 with a fully redundant configuration. All network devices were connected to a UPS to prevent power drops.
6 ATM Network Configuration

This chapter describes some peculiarities of the ATM switch configuration.

6.1 ATM Address Prefix

To avoid future ATM addressing conflicts, the customer requested a sub part of a registered DCC network prefix from a service provider. They got a unique 11 Bytes prefix assigned thus Bytes 12 and 13 were used to build the internal addressing scheme. They decided to use Byte 12 to indicate the PNNI peer group and Byte 13 for ATM switch addresses within a peer group. Each location got its own peer group id in order to minimize PNNI routing traffic over the WAN links. The headquarters peer group consisted of 27 switches. The interconnection of all three peer groups via WAN links was done by IISP.

6.2 ATM WAN Connection

The ATM network service provider offered the following services:

- Two physical PDH based E1 links, G.703
- Symmetrical VBR with PCR/SCR of 4420/2210 cps (both directions had the same cell rates)
- Virtual path to each remote location with a maximum of 300 concurrent SVCs (VP tunneling)
- Local VPI 14 and 15, one for each physical link and remote location respectively

We mapped these given WAN specifications to the following IBM 8265 configuration:

```
set port 1.1 enable void VPI_VCI:  4.8 shaping: 912
set port 1.3 enable void VPI_VCI:  4.8 shaping: 912
```

There is a 12 Bits VPI.VCI range supported for WAN ports. We had to spend four Bits on the VPI range in order to support the given VPIs 14 and 15. Therefore, SVCs will be allocated in the range 14.32...14.255. We didn’t use the VPI_OFFSET parameter to increase the possible amount of VCIs since there was an IBM 8260 on the other side of the link that didn’t support this parameter.

```
set VPC_LINK 1.1 14 enable IISP network bandwidth: 912 ILMI_VCI: NONE
set VPC_LINK 1.3 15 enable IISP network bandwidth: 912 ILMI_VCI: NONE
```

Set reachable_address 1.1 12 39. ... .02 VPI: 14
Set reachable_address 1.3 12 39. ... .03 VPI: 15

6.3 Calculation of the Shaping Bandwidth

Since the ATM network provider offered a VBR service but we just tunneled UBR traffic from the LAN emulation services through the VP, we had to make sure that the cell rate never exceeded the given VBR limits. Otherwise the provider discarded all cells that were above the limit. To meet the provider specs we used the intelligent shaping function provided on WAN ports. To avoid any cell dropping at the provider we based our bandwidth calculation on the Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR).
\[ BW = \text{SCR} \times 53 \times \frac{8}{1024} \]

BW = Bandwidth in kbps  
SCR = Sustainable Cell Rate in cps  
53 = ATM Cell length in Bytes

The entered shaping bandwidth is automatically adjusted to a multiple of 8 kbps by the IBM 8265. We defined a shaping bandwidth of 912 kbps that corresponded to the SCR of 2210 cps. We also made some tests with higher bandwidths to push the limits a little further and defined a bandwidth that corresponded to a cell rate of 10% below PCR. Pings with 64 Bytes did fine but larger ones didn’t come through since cells were dropped randomly by the provider. Therefore, we decided to keep the SCR bandwidth since no cells were dropped even if the link was saturated.

### 6.4 PNNI Configuration

We set the VPI.VCI Bits for every PNNI port to 0.14 (the default is 4.10) since most ports had to support more than 1000 simultaneous SVCs and the PNNI implementation supports VPI=0 for SVC allocation only.

Another experience we made was the influence of ILMI on IBM Nways Campus Manager for AIX. First, we set ILMI=None on all PNNI ports since ILMI is not used by PNNI. Then we recognized that the discovery function of the ATM network topology by the IBM Nways Campus Manager relied on ILMI to draw a correct ATM network map.

We chose shortest_path for PNNI UBR path selection in order to avoid SVCs routed through redundant links of the IBM 8285. This configuration also assures the equal distribution of UBR-SVCs on parallel links between any two switches.

### 6.5 UNI Port Configuration

We also changed the VPI_VCI Bits on all server UNI ports since these adapters only supported VPI=0 but up to 1000 simultaneous SVCs. Thus the default of 4.10 was not sufficient since this setting supported 992 SVCs only (1024-32 reserved VCI). Therefore, we changed it to 0.14. The same change was done on all ports where an IBM 8210 was attached to. Meanwhile MSS supports VPIs higher than 0.
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7 Logical Network Topology

To find out which network topology fits best for this particular environment we did a network assessment with the customer to clearly identify the needs, requirements and expectations.

7.1 Customer Requirements

1. Communication between NT workstations and NT servers is done via TCP/IP only
2. Routing from NT workstations to NT servers has to be avoided even if the workstations resided in different IP subnets
3. All default gateway addresses provided by the MSS have to be redundant since all clients have a static default gateway configured
4. Five of the nine IP subnets have to be available at all IBM 8224 Ethernet hubs for flexibility and testing reasons
5. Most PCs have IPX active as a second protocol
6. All IPX PCs have to reside in only one IPX network throughout the whole location in order to avoid IPX routing to a gateway
7. Many other requirements ...

7.2 ELAN Considerations

One of the first questions that came up was which ELAN design would be best?

- One simple flat ELAN
- A separate ELAN for each IP subnet

We checked both approaches and decided finally for the second alternative in conjunction with a SuperELAN. Following are the major reasons for that:

Most client PCs were split up into three IP subnets. To avoid routing on the path to the NT server we assigned three IP addresses to it, one in each subnet (multihomed server). Since we mapped each IP subnet to a separate ELAN, the server had to have three LECs. This multiple LEC configuration is the only way to force NT servers to really use their different IP interfaces for TCP/IP NetBIOS services. It is not sufficient to configure just multiple IP addresses for one single LEC since NetBIOS’ multihoming capability relies on multiple physical (or in our case emulated) network adapters. NetBIOS is not aware of TCP/IP at all. Only true TCP/IP socket applications running on an NT server are able to differentiate between multiple IP addresses configured for one LEC.

Now one might think why not configuring multiple LECs at the NT server to a single ELAN to achieve a simple ELAN structure? This is not always feasible since some ATM adapter drivers don’t support multiple LECs connection to one ELAN even if every LEC uses a unique MAC address. The Olicom driver we used refused to accept multiple connections to the same point to multipoint VCC from one LES/BUS. So we had no other chance except to create one ELAN for every IP subnet.

Note: Please refer to chapter 7.6 Multihoming of NT Servers for further implications when using multiple LECs on a NT server.
The second reason for multiple ELANs was the requirement for an IP redundant default gateway function on every IP subnet. Our initial planning was based on MSS 1.1.1 PTF7 that supported multiple IP addresses per LEC but only one redundant default gateway address. Later after all planning and design was finished we migrated to MSS 1.2.1 where this function is supported now. Today there would be no need for multiple ELANs to achieve this particular function.

After that we looked at requirements four, five and six. To meet those we had to enlarge the broadcast domain beyond ELAN borders. Requirement four means that the customer could plug an Ethernet PC or any other device configured with an IP address within these five IP subnets into any IBM 8224 hub and it should work. This functionality couldn’t be achieved with the IBM 8271 since this device supports only one LEC per domain.

We got this solved with the precious SuperELAN function of the MSS. We simply put all IBM 8271 ports in one domain and assigned the uplink LEC to one of the five ELANs which was a member of the SuperELAN. We also achieved the fifth and sixth requirement with the SuperELAN structure since all PCs requiring IPX access resided in one of the five IP ELANs. Thus from their IPX perspective all ELANS looked as one single segment.

Note: In MSS code prior 1.2.1 PTF5 there was a problem related to the redundant default gateway function within a SuperELAN. When a LEC sent an LE_ARP_REQUEST to its LES after he had resolved the MAC address of its default gateway, all MSS LEC configured for redundant default gateway function within the same SuperELAN established an SVC to this PC. These useless SVCs are not of a problem in a small installation but in our 400 LEC SuperELAN environment we got up to 1600 additional unusable SVCs to the MSS. This problem was fixed with 1.2.1 PTF5.

7.3 Broadcast Considerations in the SuperELAN Environment

After installation we monitored the broadcast traffic at an Ethernet hub in order to get some information on broadcasts within the SuperELAN since each broadcast is flooded to every device connected to the SuperELAN. In our case the broadcast rate was pretty low and the occupied bandwidth was about 1 % of 10 Mbit/s which was acceptable. The majority were IPX RIP and SAP broadcasts as we expected. We also had a closer look at the amount of IP ARP broadcasts coming from the five ELANs which build the SuperELAN. This particular broadcast rate was that low that we decided not to enable the IP Broadcast Manager (BCM) on the MSS to further reduce this kind of traffic and therefore to lose the much more important fast BUS mode operation for the ELANs.

7.4 Splitting of Functions for Load-Balancing/Redundancy

We had two IBM 8210-001 with two ATM adapters each. The network had to fully function with only one MSS active. We also didn’t want to have a simple redundancy configuration with a primary MSS fulfilling all functions and a backup only MSS idling during normal operation. This would be to much waste of resources. We decided for the following splitting of functions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>MSS#1</th>
<th>MSS#2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function/Interface</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>backup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LES/BUS/LECS</td>
<td>primary</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>backup</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SuperELAN Bridging</th>
<th>n/a</th>
<th>backup</th>
<th>n/a</th>
<th>primary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

8 Windows NT 4.0 Configuration Issues

Most Windows NT defaults are set to values that should provide a more or less plug and play installation in an Ethernet environment. In larger or more complex environments some defaults may cause strange network or system behavior. The problem is that it is not always obvious which NT function or service with its defaults has which particular impact on the network. Mostly the detailed description is not available. Sometimes some more specific information could be found in the Microsoft Knowledge Base. Following are two NT configuration phenomena we had to fight with during our ATM installation.

8.1 Configuration Considerations for a Multiprotocol ELAN Environment

Today most Windows NT installations use TCP/IP rather than NetBEUI as the preferred network protocol but you have to keep in mind that the NT server applications are still based on NetBIOS. TCP/IP is just a substitution for the NetBEUI protocol at the networking and transport layer. Clearly NT file and print services are not a TCP/IP socket application and due to this result some peculiarities when NetBIOS is mapped to TCP/IP or IPX.

8.2 Computer Browser Services Issues

The computer browser service was first introduced in Microsoft Windows for Workgroups 3.1. The purpose of the browser service is to collect, report and display graphically the existence of other computers on the network that are sharing file, print and other resources. The browser service greatly reduces the number of server announcements on a network, and it reduces the overhead of every network client and server because clients and servers do not have to maintain their own list of server resources.

By default the computer browser service is enabled, which means every computer is eligible to become master browser. In a typical NT 4.0 server installation today the role of the master browser is played by the Primary Domain Controller (PDC) since usually he has the highest priority during the election process. The Backup Domain Controller (BDC) becomes backup browser. All other computers have a status of potential browser. The computer browser service is maintained separately for each activated protocol if no further configuration changes were made. That means if you configure a second protocol like IPX in the workstations network setup to run a native IPX based application (not necessarily Novell Netware), NT automatically enables the IPX/NetBIOS interface by default as well. As mentioned above, a second computer browser environment is maintained via IPX besides the already existing one over IP. This causes a lot of unnecessary and unwanted network load and as in our case a lot of trouble.

8.3 Problems Occurred in this Installation

In our installation all NetBIOS based NT applications ran over TCP/IP as usual. Thus all NT servers had only one protocol active: TCP/IP. The NT workstations of course had TCP/IP active as well but they also needed a connection to an IPX gateway to run an application that was based on IPX. Therefore, IPX was activated with the defaults on each workstation in order to have that protocol stack available. As mentioned earlier they also activated the IPX/NetBIOS interface with this which led to the following catastrophic behavior.

Now a regular workstation with an IBM Turboways 25 Mbit/s adapter became master browser of the whole NT domain within the IPX environment because IPX was not activated on a server.
Therefore, this workstation sent out his Local Master Announcement as a broadcast. Now all workstations with server services enabled (default) had to reply with their Host Announcement which is in contrast to the IP/NetBIOS implementation a unicast in the IPX/NetBIOS implementation. In the ATM network this unicast caused a call setup storm to this workstation that exceeded the limits of the adapter and the network. This huge demand of SVCs couldn’t be satisfied by the adapter which in turn led to time outs at most other stations, so they forced another election process since the last one didn’t complete successfully. Another station became master browser since the former one was still blocked and everything started again. This behavior resulted in random call setup storms that blocked ATM switch resources for several seconds and led to serious network problems.

The IBM Turboways 25 Mbit/s adapter supported 32 simultaneous SVCs with the NT driver we used (V2.3.1). In theory the adapter would have had to support at least 800 SVCs since in our case about 400 workstations tried to setup a call to it. The number is twice the number of workstations since in LAN emulation direct data VCCs between LECs are always established from both sides even if only one is used for data transfer. The unused SVC is released some seconds later.

The other problem was that this workstation was not directly connected to one of the backbone switches. Thus in the worst case, call setups had to travel from a workstation via an IBM 8285 to the IBM 8265, to the other IBM 8265, to the final IBM 8285 until it finally reached the master browser workstation. When about 400 workstations tried to setup a call almost simultaneously the call setup rates of the ATM switches were exceeded and thus many rejected. Following are the call setup rates for IBM switches. These rates may vary depending on the used code level or other functions activated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Call Setups per second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8260</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8265</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8285</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above described behavior did not always lead to a critical situation. It was mainly related to the amount of concurrently active workstations and this varied much throughout the day and week. There were days with only a few problems reported but mostly during peek hours the total network collapsed. Following is a list of symptoms we had:

M Workstations suddenly lost their connection to the server when users tried to save their work
M Workstations weren’t able to ping their default gateway even if they were able to ping another workstation in the same IP subnet. After we cleared the local IP ARP cache and repeated an unsuccessful ping, the ARP cache was perfectly updated but the ping was never or only once replied. This was an indication that something was wrong with the call setup since the ARP process uses the BUS function only.
M Workstations had problems to join their ELAN
8.4 Problem Determination

The problem determination was very difficult since all ATM traces we made on links to servers or the MSS showed nothing special. The MSS worked fine and reported no problems in the Event Logging System (ELS). We also monitored the CPU load which was typically about 7%, nothing to worry about. The only messages we got were lots of “call rejected by network” or “call rejected by remote party” in the NT server system log (these messages have to be provided by the network adapter driver). We also saw huge amounts of error messages in the CP/SW error log which meant that a call setup had to be rejected. The CP/SW maintrace was not very helpful either since there are no trigger points available when the trace had to start or stop. When we enabled a signaling maintrace on a backbone CP/SW the network stability got instantly worse since this kind of trace reduced the CP/SW performance significantly. In general, the maintrace should be enabled for a short time and during off-peak hours only.

The first thing that brought us on the right track was the graphical display of the amount of SVCs per IBM 8265 blade over time on the IBM Nways Manager for AIX console. This could be done by graphing the private MIB variable

\[ \text{iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprises.ibm.ibmProducts.atmSw.} \\
\text{node.physical.moduleTable.moduleEntry.moduleUsedVcc.x} \]

with the MIB browser application \((x = \text{IBM 8265 slot#})\). We requested this variable every 5 seconds for all modules. The graphs showed very unsteady functions with many sudden high peaks at modules were only client workstations were connected via IBM 8285s. Thus something requested huge amounts of SVCs at a client workstation. Finally some NT based traces led us to the computer browser behavior on IPX. After we had fully understood how the computer browser worked in an IPX environment based on ATM LAN emulation, we were able to provide an action plan to the customer in order to avoid these kinds of problems.

8.5 Configuration Steps to Solve the Problem

We suggested the customer the following configuration changes in the NT Settings Control Panel

1. Network Protocol Bindings
   - Disable NetBIOS over IPX (Nwlink NetBIOS)
   - Disable SPX protocol (Nwlink SPX Protocol)

2. Services
   - Disable Netware Client
   - Disable Nwlink IPX/SPX Compatible Transport (Direct Hosting)

3. Devices
   - Disable Nwlink NetBIOS

We verified that even with all this functions disabled the IPX protocol stack was still available and could be used by the IPX application. After all workstations were changed in that way the UsedVcc graph turned to a steady and smooth function. Since this time the network became very stable.
8.6 Multihoming of NT Servers

After the network was stable we changed the configuration of both main NT servers (PDC, BDC) to multihomed (added two more LECs and IP addresses) in order to meet the requirement of direct data VCCs between these servers and most workstations. This had the effect that no one computer in the network could access the full list of servers and display the complete networking neighborhood of its domain. Please refer to the Microsoft Knowledge Base article PSS ID# Q191611 for detailed information on how the computer browser service works in a multihomed environment. In summary, the following limitations apply to multihomed servers:

- Domain Controllers (PDC and BDC) cannot be multihomed
- Master-, Backup- and Potential Browsers cannot be multihomed

The following workaround could be used:

- PDC and BDC have to be installed on a separate computer that is not multihomed. Usually this function could be fulfilled by a regular PC which works as Domain Controller only. Resource sharing should be provided by multihomed NT member servers.
- The computer browser service has to be stopped on all multihomed servers. This could be achieved by the following:
  1. Click Start, point to Settings, click Control Panel, and then double click Services.
  2. Click Computer Browser, click Properties, and then click Manual.
  3. Click OK, click Close, and then restart the computer.

With this workaround all computers should be able to display the entire network neighborhood. The master browser function that is needed on each IP subnet is fulfilled by a non multihomed computer that reports its environment to the domain master browser which is always residing on the non multihomed PDC.